SNAPCHAT: A Parent’s Guide
Main Concerns for Parents
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Snapchat is a photo sharing app for mobile
phones and tablets. The app allows users
to share images for a limited number of
seconds, chat with users before messages
disappear, and share images with their
friends list through a ‘story’.
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What is Snapchat?
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‘Snap Streaks’
‘Streaks’ tell users how many days in a row they have spoken or sent ‘snaps’ to
one another. What’s dangerous about this? It forces young people into putting a
false sense of importance on a superficial number to the extent that it becomes
something that can make or break a friendship. For example, if a person forgets
to message or send a picture to their friend, breaking their 200-day streak, this
could cause a confrontation between the friends. This can put an incredible
amount of pressure on children to keep streaks going with people, even if they
don’t want to.
The ‘Snap Map’
Snapchat recently introduced a new feature called ‘Snap Map’, which allows users
to see the EXACT location of the people on their friends list in real-time and
watch stories from around the world. Users can view a map called a ‘Snap Map’.
This feature completely exposes your child’s location and users can potentially
follow your child from their home to their school.
‘Snaps’ can be screenshotted
While Snapchat’s gimmick is that all photos, videos and text disappear after
a maximum of 10 seconds, users can still screenshot or save them. Users may
sometimes forget that screenshotting is a possibility in the app and send an
image to someone they trust.
‘Sexting’
Due to ‘Snaps’ disappearing soon after they’re received, (users can even a onesecond photo or video), Snapchat has become an ideal platform for sending
sexually explicit images or ‘selfies’ to someone. The short amount of time gives
children the confidence to send the pictures.
Once a photo/video has been screenshotted, this can lead to further dangers,
such as blackmail and cyberbullying. It is illegal to make, possess, download,
store and share sexual images, photos and videos of a person under the age of
18. This also includes any sexual images, photos and videos that a child may have
taken of themselves.
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This is not a definitive guide. Please always check with any app’s support
information to see if your security and privacy concerns are addressed.

However, if a young person is found creating or sharing images, the police can
choose to record that a crime has been committed, but that taking formal action
isn’t in the public interest.

SNAPCHAT: Tips for Parents

Enable ‘Ghost Mode’ on Snap Maps
We highly recommend enabling Ghost Mode on the app
so that your child’s location will no longer be visible to
anyone on the ‘Snap Map’. To enable this, go onto the Snap
Map and tap the cog in the top-right corner. Here, change
your settings to ‘Ghost Mode’. Here, you have the option
to make your location known to a chosen few friends - this
is something you and your child should discuss as sharing
your location with your friends could potentially lead to
arguments between them.

Enable conversations with friends only

Restrict who can see their stories

Thankfully, this is the
default setting when you
get the app. However,
if it has been turned
off, tap the cog at the
top-right of your profile
screen in the app, scroll
down and click on, ‘Who
Can…’ and then change
who can contact your
child or see their story.

Your child can add videos and images to their ‘Story’
throughout the day which last for 24 hours. By default,
anyone in their friends list can see their story. We
recommend that children only have their close friends and
family on the app. But it is important that they know they
can limit who sees their story.
• Go to settings in the app (gear icon)
• Here you will see the ‘Who can view my story?’ screen
• Select ‘Custom’
• You can then select who you do not want to view your
child’s story
Think before you ‘Snap’

Teach your child the risks of ‘Sexting’
It can be slightly awkward talking about this topic with
your child, but if it helps them protect themselves, then it
is worth it. Talk to them about the consequences of sexting
and make sure that they’re aware of the risks prior to
using Snapchat.

Ensure that your child knows that ‘Snaps’ can be
screenshotted and teach them that if they post anything
potentially embarrassing or harmful (either of themselves
or someone else) it can have severe consequences, as if the
message lasted forever.

How can my child deactivate Snapchat?
If your child wanted to delete their Snapchat account,
simply deleting the app from their phone is not enough.
To deactivate the account, users will have to log in to their
account on desktop or on their mobile device (not through
the app). Here, you
• Go to support.snapchat.com/delete-account
• Here, click on ‘Delete my account’
• You will then be asked to enter your username and
password again

Block and report users
If someone is upsetting your child on Snapchat, either
through sending inappropriate pictures or offensive chats,
we suggest that they block or report the user. To block or
report a user, your child can:
• Click on ‘My friends’ on their profile
• Scroll down to the friend they want to block and click
on their name
• Here they will be able to block or report the
Snapchat user

What if my child has seen a crime and it
has disappeared?
Snapchat ‘Delete by default’ which means every opened
snap image or video is automatically deleted. If your child
has seen criminal activity on Snapchat, you should contact
your local authority immediately.
Encourage your child to report inappropriate content
If your child is sent unsuitable content, you can report this
by sending an email to safety@snapchat.com.

Hide from quick add
‘Quick add’ helps friends find each other on the app. This is
based on mutual friends or if their number is in their phone
book. Explain to your child that this feature can open up
their profile to strangers. We highly recommend that your
child turns off the ‘Quick Add’ feature. To do this:
• Go to their profile on the app
• Tap settings (gear icon)
• Scroll down to ‘See Me in Quick Add)
• Untick this box and this will prevent your child being
shown as a suggestion on others’ phones
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